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Moderador
Notas de la presentación
The world is changing fast.Cities are growing and urban population is rising.And so is the need for transport and mobility of people and goods.We need more mobility but we have to do it in a smarter way.Handling congestion, usage of space, air pollution, and climate change under controlThis is our scenario of the present and for the future.The digitalisation of society is a reality that has a clear impact in how industry develops. Through the transformation leveraged by technology, new business models arise and new stakeholders usher in in every sector of our daily llfes. Public transportation and beyond, mobility, as the life blood of our cities are undeniably before a path of a quantum leap opportunity. Also with concerns to tackle.And mobile is at center stage for this better life.
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Global megatrends and impact on industry: Mobility 4.0

IMPACT ON INDUSTRY

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
The world is changing fast.Cities are growing and urban population is rising.And so is the need for transport and mobility of people and goods.We need more mobility but we have to do it in a smarter way.Handling congestion, usage of space, air pollution, and climate change under controlThis is our scenario of the present and for the future.The digitalisation of society is a reality that has a clear impact in how industry develops. Through the transformation leveraged by technology, new business models arise and new stakeholders usher in in every sector of our daily llfes. Public transportation and beyond, mobility, as the life blood of our cities are undeniably before a path of a quantum leap opportunity. Also with concerns to tackle.And mobile is at center stage for fueling this  transformation.



Towards the end-customer personalization of transport: Be Here Now !

Shifting the focus from infrastructure to services »»

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
In a digital age, transport must be able to respond to the needs of a new kind of citizen, fully connected and mobile. There's also a great opportunity to cut costs and make transport agencies more agile, by providing digital services.Innovation in mobility for the common good. This is the goal.Commuters and non commuters increasingly demand more convenient and personalised transport services to fullfil specific demands … and in a real time basis.Travellers demand seamless accessibility to transport and information services in the palm of their hands. We have to develop all the technology assets to provide with their users needs and cases, whether they be new responsive and pervasive  information systems, bitcoins, symplifying the fares, making operations more etc.There’s a path in front of us to adopt new customers relationship channels, where mobile is going to play the centre role it has in everyone pocket.Whether it comes to simplifying the systems, making them more robust and reliable Data is now as much a critical component of our infrastructure as bricks and mortar. Data is part of infrastructure and needs maintenance in the same way that physical infrastructure needs maintenance. It must be updated, housed and made secureClearly,  by Shifting the focus from infrastructure to services government bodies could spend less, whilst delivering benefits to the consumer: lower bills, improved travel times, and reduced disruption from congestion or maintenance work



»
»

Ticketing has outgrown its skin … ready to shed?

One ticket, One price, One payment

… One Booking?

Mobility to bea Service … startingby 
ChargingTransport  is a Service?

From cash … to cashless … to seamless: 
Changes start until the momentum becomes unstoppable. 
From complexity and fragmentation to innovation of commodity

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
Most transport agencies don’t realize the full potential of digital services and digital processes, and it takes a lot of effort and education to get them to start moving. It helps to show examples from other countries. It is also important to make it clear that it is not against anyone to be innovative in governance of new transport. In fact, it is just the opposite: it is the governmental duty to innovate, in order to be more efficient and effective.5.- NO ONLINE MARTETING PLATFORMS. NO BOOKING SEATS MANAGEMENT  NO INTEGRATED MARKETING APPROACH. AWARENESS TO BE DRIVENDigital business complexities of nowadays, a transformtion process that is in its run.Present situation of internal stress out of fighting a battle that has multiple fronts – Operators have to fight off bad actors – targeted and scatter shot; they have to engage with business folks and help them understand the risk landscape, help them understand that they own the risk; they have to engage the workforce and create an environment that is safe and useable – all of which is done under a microscope of public opinion, regulation, and misinformation with super high visibility in case of failure and of course all of this while facing a talent shortage Adding other digital business complexities (convergence of IT/OT, vendor and supply chain, security etc), operators/agencies may even begin to believe that the money is just not worth it…



Smart Data provides the missing link for the new Digital Transport

Reconciling governance, quality, 
privacy and security requirements 
across use cases»

»

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
Transport for London has already demonstrated that releasing data to the public can save users time to the economic value of between £15m and £58m per year. Data can provide significant economic benefits. Sharing data, with the appropriate security and privacy arrangements, can catalyse innovation and improve user experience. A COORDINATED APPROACH IS ABSOLUTELLY NEEDEDWithout coordination and collaboration across the infrastructure network operators, regulators and users, the benefits that could be achieved from data and the application of data science will not be realisedTranversal, a strategy of Sharing data the only way to catalyse innovation and improve services, paving the way for the development of apps which helps people get about the city safely and expediently. To help citizens have in their palm an all-in-one access to the whole mobility marketBut it is important that when information on national infrastructure is shared this happens with the appropriate security and privacy arrangements__________________________________Clear actions are to be done in three areas: collecting the right data; setting standards for data; and sharing that data securely. These actions can improve services whilst saving society billions of eurosGreater access to open data enables greater innovation. The increased sharing of high quality data is crucial to the development of AI and what it can achieve for infrastructure and consumers._____________________________________________



A great opportunity to redistribute costs and operation
and make the transport authority and transport operators more agile

»
»

Digital Transformation for a new digital DNA for Public Transport: TaaS

Data driven framework model … 
MakingTaaSwork … and beyond

From USER to CUSTOMER and  to PROSUMER
How is transport setting for this quantum leap?



As seamless takes hold, the ticketing will be front and center—as a central part 
of the frictionless experience, as a source of data, and as a key ground 
between existing and new players.

»
»

Internal pressure of Transport: Interoperability and Throughput

Time to set for PLUG-IN 
concept. 
INFRASTRUCTURE to be 
robust and flexible 
enough to adapt to new 
products on time (real 
time basis).

Legacy systems are lethal

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
There is no uniform way to pursue digital transformation in transport — every organization responds differently to digital change and disruptionUrgency for digital transformation is the sum of external and internal pressures that create "demand" on the organization to adapt to digital trends in society and the marketplace, to reform service delivery, and to rethink the current modes of operation. Government CIOs are ideally placed to identify those pressures and thereby support their leadership and stakeholders in preparing for the digital future.Internal and external preassures and expectations



As seamless takes hold, trustworthy and door-to-door responding to 
WHERE FROM, WHERE TO, HOW and HOW MUCH is crucial.

»
»

External pressure of Transport: New disrupters with no vested stakes 

Time to set for creating a WIN-WIN OPEN MARKET scenario, DATA 
INTEROPERABILITY driven infrastructures and REINFORCE CUSTOMER
ENGAGEMENT while NEW BUSINESS MODELS usher in

Legacy systems 
are to creatively be 
replaced

As PRIVATE CAR 
is the COMMON 
RIVAL to BEAT

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
There is no uniform way to pursue digital transformation in transport — every organization responds differently to digital change and disruptionUrgency for digital transformation is the sum of external and internal pressures that create "demand" on the organization to adapt to digital trends in society and the marketplace, to reform service delivery, and to rethink the current modes of operation. Government CIOs are ideally placed to identify those pressures and thereby support their leadership and stakeholders in preparing for the digital future.Internal and external preassures and expectations



Leading the way in smart travel: mobility beyond public transport

The Transport Authority is a body designed  
for  consensus  decision  policies between
transport  and mobility stakeholders: 
Administrative bodies and Operators. 

…  preserving own personality

THINK GLOBALLY,  ACT LOCALLY
No other way possible in an end-to-end connected mobility    »

»

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
The transport authority of the Barcelona Area is a body for the consensus between the titular stakeholders of the transport services. Administration bodies and operators. And for the new mobility  and transport policies in a comprehensive end to end network before commuters and travellers.Our system is coming to maturity after the whole integration fare system started in 2000. The region contains 250 municipalities and is home of over 5.6 million people. We have quite a dynamic network operated by the metro and city buses of the barcelona city, railway operators, tram, and other suburban buses that share a common fare scheme. The integrated fare system has been the result of a generous commitment towards making public transport  play central role in every day mobility  needs and  has delivered great results over time.Now, to thrive in this global, real time pervasive upcoming mobility, with incresing and challenging new demands, forging  common strategies, that is, to think globally tough actuate locally is more valid and necessary than ever.



Unleashing transport transformation through digital and mobile

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
What is digital transformation? It might be easier if I start to give my interpretation of what digital transformation is not. It is not referred to the creation of new websites, or getting more social, or increasing the use of technology.Digital transformation  is about a change in culture. A change in how technology enables new business models to rise, to manage the new entrants in win-win scenarios that outperform the hindrances or concerns.The difference between the transport of yesterday and the transport of tomorrow is night and day.Barcelona is taking clear steps to uscale the public transport. We have in T-mobilitat the leverage to usher in this new digital ecosystem. But the utlimate catalyst no doubt that will be mobile. Highly integrated teams that bring together business, finance and technology are able to outperform the competition in the new value chain of mobility.



By 2022, 70% of software interactions in enterprises will occur 
on mobile devices, says Gartner»

»

Leading the way in smart travel: full service provision of shared mobility

MaaS: A new mobility value chain?

From A to B: 

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
By 2022 70% of interactions will occur on mobile devices, says Gartner ….To lead the way in smart travel, international  experiences in sight have come to the plate. Ushering in to the services new era of mobility industry beyond transport  brings Mobility  as a Service, the finnish concept going global, It is the reference initiative to be taken as an opportunity for public transport . The goal for th MaaS agent is to deliver a complete journey door-to-door.It brings every kind of trnaport tgether into a single intuitive mobile application. It seamlessly combines transport options from different providers, handling everything from travel planning to payments Wether you prefer to by journeys on demand to subscribe an affordable monthly package, It manages your travel needs in the smartest way possible.



MaaS and Integrated Public Transport. Benefits in sight.

Public and private transit are called to blur in win-win scenarios of future.  
A lot of movement is expected to be seen starting 2018 on»»

o Tailored planning
o Accurate timing
o Flexible pricing
o Easy payment
o A seamless experience
o Increase PT demand
o Reduce car ownership
o Reduce carbon emissions
o New forms of revenues for PT
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